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PROFESSIONAL FOREST MARKING PAINT



NATURE
TRAIL
Both the responsibility we feel towards the environment and our 
company‘s strategic orientation for the future are refl ected in the 
1 kilometre long nature trail weaving its way around almost all 
the numerous production and storage buildings in Haßmersheim. 
The nature trail is fl anked by eleven stations: two wild hedges, a 
wild meadow, a pond biotope, an insect and amphibian house, a 
kestrel hutch, a bat colony, a rainwater collection tank, a wet-
land biotope, an orchard and even a brown owl complex. The 
trail provides the fi rst visible expression of the more than thirty 
years we have spent actively working to protect nature and the 
environment.

Our company manufactures effi cient, multi-purpose and envi-
ronmentally friendly products in a working environment with a 
demonstrable ecological balance. As the presence of more than 
2,000 animals and over 4,000 plants shows, the company site‘s 
natural surroundings are fully intact – we carry out our day-to-day 
business activities in harmony with nature. 
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With an annual turnover of around 189 million € and a total 
group-wide workforce of 220, European Aerosols is by far num-
ber one in Europe when it comes to spray paints and touch-up 
pens. The long-standing family business places great emphasis on 
the safe and environmentally friendly use of resources. Ongoing 
investment in environmental protection work, regular modernisa-
tion of facilities and equipment, and qualifi ed employee training 
form the basis of the organisation‘s ever-increasing success. Our 
high quality standards are upheld by certifi ed pro-

We are especially proud of our DISTEIN forest marking paint.Through working in close connection with many different forestry offi ces, 
we developed our forest marking paint as an environmental- and user-friendly solution specially designed for the various applications 
in the forestry and lumber industries. Over 1,000 German forestry districts were involved in this development process. We hope that 
you too will continue to place your trust in top product quality and innovative technology direct from the manufacturer.

duction processes designed in accordance with the DIN EN ISO 
9001, 14001 and 50001 management systems; these standards 
help to ensure that every precaution is taken regarding user 
safety. More than 60 years of experience in the aerosol lacquer in-
dustry have honed staff expertise and shaped company traditions 
– traditions which we will continue to successfully uphold. 

DISTEIN
QUALITY BY European Aerosols

DISTEIN FOREST MARKING PAINT
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NEON FOREST MARKING PAINT
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• Awarded the KWF approval mark
• Intensely bright paint colour for marking trees for harvesting
• Weather-proof; adheres well even with humid subsoil or in 

direct sunlight
• Optimal covering properties
• Frost-proof to -20° C
• Minimal atomised spray

Their intense brightness make DISTEIN neon colours ideal for use in marking trees for harvesting. A special writing spray nozzle also 
makes the neon paints highly suitable for labelling lumber stocks. 

Fields of application:

Characteristics:

• Special writing spray nozzle allows perfect spray control for
precise lumber stock labelling

• High spreading rate
• 100% guarantee to empty the spray completely thanks to 

self-cleaning valve, thereby allowing easy disposal in Green Dot 
(Grüner Punkt) facilities

• Environmental-neutral propellant
• Patented colour ring simplifi es colour identifi cation
• A high-quality „Made in Germany“ product

STANDARD CAN ERGONOM CAN

Can variants:

Art. no. Description Size     EAN

647949 neon red 500 ml

647987 neon orange 500 ml

647970 neon yellow 500 ml

647994 neo blue 500 ml

648014 neon green 500 ml

647963 neon pink 500 ml

648519 white 500 ml

648533 black 500 ml

Art. no. Description Size     EAN

201318 neon red 500 ml

201332 neon orange 500 ml

201325 neon yellow 500 ml

201349 neon blue 500 ml

201356 neon green 500 ml

201363 neon pink 500 ml

201387 white 500 ml

201370 black 500 ml

Standard can 500 ml Ergonom can 500 ml 

*DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap for fatigue-free extended spraying even without spray grip.



black | 201370
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*DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap for fatigue-free extended spraying even without spray grip.
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PERMANENT FOREST MARKING PAINT

• High spreading rate
• 100% guarantee to empty the spray completely thanks to 
 self-cleaning valve, thereby allowing easy disposal in Green 
 Dot (Grüner Punkt) facilities
• Environmental-neutral propellant
• Patented colour ring simplifi es colour identifi cation
• A high-quality „Made in Germany“ product

DISTEIN permanent paints were developed especially for markings that are intended to remain visible for a very long time. This makes 
Distein permanent forest marking paints especially suitable for marking logging trails and future trees. 

• Awarded the KWF approval mark
• Permanent paint for marking future trees and logging trails
• Weather-proof; adheres well even with humid subsoil or in 

direct sunlight
• Optimal covering properties
• Frost-proof to -20° C
• Minimal atomised spray
• Special writing spray nozzle allows precise spraying and 

exact labelling

Fields of application:

Characteristics:

STANDARD CAN ERGONOM CAN

Can variants:

Art. no. Description Size     EAN

156243 permanent red 500 ml

174513 permanent orange 500 ml

156250 permanent yellow 500 ml

156236 permanent blue 500 ml

156229 permanent green 500 ml

174285 permanent white 500 ml

Art. no. Description Size EAN

201400 permanent red 500 ml

201455 permanent orange 500 ml

201417 permanent yellow 500 ml

201424 permanent blue 500 ml

201431 permanent green 500 ml

201448 permanent white 500 ml

289729 permanent brown 500 ml

Standard can 500 ml Ergonom can 500 ml 

*DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap for fatigue-free extended spraying even without spray grip.



*DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap for fatigue-free extended spraying even without spray grip.
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Eigenschaften:
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DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap and a 360°-valve ensures a accurate lettering in every position and direction. 
Our 360°-marking spray was especially developped for markings in narrow angles and corners.

• 360°-valve ensures a accurate lettering in every position and 
 direction. 
• Intensely bright paint colour for marking trees for harvesting
• Weather-proof; adheres well even with humid subsoil or in 

direct sunlight
• Optimal covering properties
• Frost-proof to -20° C
• Minimal atomised spray
• Special writing spray nozzle allows precise spraying and 
 exact labelling

Fields of application:

Characteristics:

• High spreading rate
• 100% guarantee to empty the spray completely thanks to 
 self-cleaning valve, thereby allowing easy disposal in Green
 Dot (Grüner Punkt) facilities
• Environmental-neutral propellant
• Patented colour ring simplifi es colour identifi cation
• Can be used with DISTEIN metal spray grip 
• A high-quality „Made in Germany“ product

FOREST MARKING PAINT 360° 360°

Art. no. Description Size     EAN

375132 neon red 500 ml

382949 neon orange 500 ml

375149 neon yellow 500 ml

375156 neon blue 500 ml

375163 neon green 500 ml

Ergonom can 500 ml

*DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap for fatigue-free extended spraying even without spray grip.
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KWF certifi cation
QUALITY BY European Aerosols
KWF certifi cation
QUALITY BY European Aerosols
The Kuratorium für Waldarbeit und Forsttechnik e.V. (KWF) is 
the main centre of expertise for forest operations, forest technology and 
lumber logistics for Germany and the rest of Europe. The approval mark 
documents which attributes were evaluated and on what date; in the 
forestry world, it is seen as a badge of demonstrated value.

Our DISTEIN forest marking paints underwent a comprehensive evaluation 
in the year 2006. Among other things, the evaluation assessed important 
characteristics such as spreading rate, handling, permanency, and health 
protection. Ergonomic, environmental, and fi nancial aspects were taken 
into consideration. Both the neon and the permanent paints were awar-
ded by the KWF approval mark following the assessment. DISTEIN forest 
marking paints were among the top scorers in several areas of evaluation. 
Since autumn 2014 our DISTEIN ECO spray is also awarded with the KWF 
approval mark.

Our in-house research and development department continually works to 
improve our products even further in terms of environmental and health 
protection. As early as 1975, we became the fi rst European company to 
begin voluntarily to use non-ozone-depleting propellents. Our products 
have now been completely free of toxic heavy metals for 28 years. Fur-
thermore, our containers are all completely recyclable, meaning they are 
permitted to bear the Green Dot (Grüner Punkt) label. At the end of 2007, 
the DIN EN 14001:2004 integrated environmental management system 
was introduced at our Haßmersheim and Schwerte sites. This led to the 
further optimisation of the ecologically oriented production processes we 
had already been practicing for years: not satisfi ed with merely meeting 
the required standards, we went on to exceed them. 

In 2010 we proceeded to earn certifi cation according to DIN EN 
16001:2009, the newest standards for energy management.

The DIN EN ISO 16001:2009 has been replaced in 2012 by the DIN EN ISO 
5001. The DIN EN ISO 5001 consists of further requirements in sectors of 
energy management.

From 1 January 2022, with re-certifi cation for a further fi ve years, a new 
KWF logo has been introduced. It contains the word professional, which 
expresses exactly what we stand for: Quality for the professional.



FOREST MARKING PAINT OVERVIEW

ACCESSORY OVERVIEW

NEON FOREST MARKING PAINT PERMANENT FOREST MARKING PAINT

FOREST MARKING PAINT 360° FOREST MARKING PAINT ECO

 ART.NO. ART.NO.
COLOUR STANDARD CAN  ERGONOMIC CAN**

neon red 647949 201318

neon orange 647987 201332

neon yellow 647970 201325

neon blue 647994 201349

neon green 648014 201356

neon pink  647963 201363

black  648533 201370

white 648519 201387

 ART.NO. ART.NO.
COLOUR STANDARD CAN ERGONOMIC CAN*

neon red             - 375132

neon orange             - 382949

neon yellow             - 375149

neon blue             - 375156

neon green             - 375163

 ART.NO. ART.NO.
COLOUR STANDARD CAN  ERGONOMIC CAN*

permanent red 156243 201400

permanent orange 174513 201455

permanent yellow 156250 201417

permanent blue 156236 201424

permanent green 156229 201431

permanent white 174285 201448

brown      - 289729   
for fast covering of wrong markings 

 ART.NO. ART.NO.
COLOUR STANDARD CAN  ERGONOMIC CAN*

neon red              - 382758

neon orange              - 382772

neon yellow             - 382765

neon blue             - 382789

*DISTEIN forest marking paint with ergonomic spray cap for 
fatigue-free extended spraying even without spray grip.

ACCESSORY ITEMS ART.NO.

Belt holster 345470

Spot remover  110573

UV Marking spray 130069

UV Lamp 382697
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European Aerosols GmbH
Kurt-Vogelsang-Straße 6
D-74855 Haßmersheim
Tel.: +49 6266 75-315  
Fax: +49 6266 75-381
distein@dupli-color.de
www.distein.de

European Aerosols AG
Allmendstrasse 30
CH-8320 Fehraltorf
Tel.: +41 44 908 38 40 
www.distein.ch
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